
Classic Collection

VINTAGE
ICONS 
Giving voice to artists and  
leaders for generations.

Built to meet the demands of 
regular stage, studio or personal 
use, the timeless style and cultural 
significance of the Classic Collection 
embody the rock & roll and rhythm & 
blues sounds they made famous.

Iconic chrome-plated design with vibrant blue color ❖

Tailored frequency response for natural vocals and speech ❖

High gain-before-feedback and excellent off-axis rejection ❖

Shock mounted cartridge minimizes handling noise ❖

Rugged metal construction resists wear and abuse ❖

Integrated swivel stand mount included ❖

Super 55
Deluxe Vocal Microphone  
The Super 55 combines the unmistakable design of the original, with a 
contemporary improvement in audio performance. Ideal for stage, studio 
recording, or podcasting applications.

60Hz - 17kHz
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55SH Series II
Iconic Unidyne® Vocal Microphone  
An unmistakable stage icon for 70 years, the Shure 
55SH Series II Vocal Microphone features a signature 
satin chrome-plated die-cast casing for pure vintage 
look and feel.

545SD
Classic Unidyne® Instrument Microphone  
The 545SD Classic Unidyne® Instrument Microphone 
features selectable dual-impedance operation and a 
silent on/off switch with lock-on option.

565SD
Classic Unisphere® Vocal Microphone 
The 565SD Classic Unisphere® Vocal Microphone 
features selectable dual-impedance operation and 
durable wire-mesh front grille with a highly effective 

“pop” filter.

520DX
“Green Bullet” Harmonica Microphone 
With its signature green and chrome die-cast casing, 
the 520DX “Green Bullet” holds a spot in history as 
the definitive blues harp voice.

50Hz - 15kHz

50Hz - 15kHz 50Hz - 15kHz

Key: Operating Principle Dynamic Condenser Polar Pattern OmniDirectional Cardioid SuperCardioid Frequency Response Flat Tailored

100Hz - 5kHz
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